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(1) Updates in PET imaging physics at NIRS
Taiga Yamaya
Molecular Imaging Center, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

Abstract
This paper summarizes research updates in 2013 about PET imaging physics at NIRS, such as OpenPET
and X’tal cube as well as PET/MRI, brain PET and entire-body PET.

1. Introduction
Positron emission tomography (PET) plays important roles in cancer diagnosis, neuroimaging and
molecular imaging research; but potential points remain for which big improvements could be made,
including spatial resolution, sensitivity and manufacturing costs. For example, the sensitivity of present
PET scanners does not exceed 10%. This means that more than 90% of the gamma-rays emitted from a
subject are not utilized for imaging. Therefore, research on next generation PET technologies remains a hot
topic worldwide.
The Imaging Physics Team at National Institute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS) has carried out basic
studies on radiation detectors, data acquisition systems, image reconstruction algorithms and data
correction methods to improve image quality and quantity in nuclear medicine as well as exploring
innovative systems.
A depth-of-interaction (DOI) detector, for which various methods have been studied, will be a key device
to get any significant improvement in sensitivity while maintaining high spatial resolution. We have
developed 4-layered DOI detectors based on a light sharing method[1][2]. One the successful
proof-of-concept was the “jPET” project, in which we developed brain prototype PET with our DOI
detectors; almost uniform spatial resolution around 2mm for all over the field-of-view was obtained with
iterative image reconstruction with geometrically defined system matrix[3]. We have also succeed to
upgrade the DOI detector to have better spatial resolution with cheaper production costs: successful
identification of 32 x 32 x 4 array of LYSO crystals sized in 1.45 x 1.45 x 4.5 mm3 with a 64ch PMT
(H8500, Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Japan)[4], which has enabled Shimadzu’s new products of positron
emission mammography (PEM).
DOI measurement also has a potential to expand PET application fields because it allows for more
flexible detector arrangement. As an example, we are developing the world’s first, open-type PET geometry
“OpenPET”, which is expected to lead to PET imaging during treatment[5]. The DOI detector itself
continues to evolve with the help of recently developed semiconductor photodetectors, often referred to as
silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs)[15]. We are developing a SiPM-based DOI detector “X’tal cube” to achieve
sub-mm spatial resolution, which is reaching the theoretical limitation of PET imaging[6].
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Figure 1 Concepts and small prototypes of the dual-ring OpenPET (a) and the single-ring OpenPET
(SROP) (b). As the 3rd prototype, in this year, we developed a transformable SROP prototype (c), and we
carried out in-beam imaging test at HIMAC (d).

2. Development of the OpenPET: a future PET for therapy imaging
We are developing the world’s first, open-type 3D PET scanner “OpenPET”. In addition to the effect to
extend axial field-of-view with the limited number of detectors, OpenPET is expected to enable PET-image
guided particle therapy such as in situ dose verification and direct tumor tracking[32][34].
Our initial idea was a dual-ring Open PET (DROP) geometry to visualize a physically opened space
between two detector rings[5]. We developed a small prototype of the DROP[7][18] (Figure 1 (a)). In the last
year, we proposed a second-generation geometry, single-ring OpenPET (SROP), which is more efficient
than DROP in terms of manufacturing cost and sensitivity[8]. The detector ring of the SROP geometry is a
cylinder shape, both ends of which were cut by parallel aslant planes. Arrangement of rectangular block
detectors was based on a slanted ellipse (SE) geometry, where oval detector rings are slanted and stacked
(Figure 1 (b))[14][33].
In this year, we developed another SROP prototype based on a new detector arrangement with an axial
shift (AS) function (Figure 1 (c))[19][23-24][27]. The major advantage of this geometry over the previous SE
geometry is its transformable capability; it can be used as a conventional (i.e., non-open) PET when
in-beam PET measurement is not required.
We carried out phantom studies using carbon ion beam (2.5 Gy) (Figure 1 (d)). We also tried direct
irradiation of radioisotope beams such as

11C

or

10C

as alternatives to measurement of positron emitters

produced through fragmentation reaction. The results showed that beam stopping position in the target
3

could be measured with precision better than 2 mm with the

11

C beam irradiation and 20 min PET

measurement time. With the 10C beam, PET measurement time could be reduced to 1/10 while maintaining
the precision. Following the proof-of-concept obtained by the prototypes, we are now developing a
human-size OpenPET, which will be completed by March 2016.

3. The X’tal cube: 1mm isotropic resolution of world records
X’tal (crystal) cube is a future DOI detector we are developing. It consists of multi-pixel photon counters
(MPPCs) that are coupled on all sides of a scintillation crystal block, which is segmented into a 3D array of
cubes[9-13]. No reflector is inserted into the crystal block so that scintillation light originating in one of the
cubic segment spreads 3-dimensionally and distributes among all MPPCs on the crystal block. In 2012, we
achieved 1 mm cubic resolution with 18 × 18 × 18 segments made by 3D laser processing (Figure 2 (a))[16].
In this year, we investigated stacking scintillator plates with 2D laser segmentation as an alternative and
more practical method (Figure 2 (b)). The 2D segmentation of thin scintillators is a method with more
tolerance than the 3D segmentation because, for example, we can exchange the scintillator partially in case
it causes sudden cracks during processing. In addition, stacks of 2D laser plates is expected to enable
analyzing optical condition of laser processing by changing materials between plates in the comparison
with the 3D laser block[26]. We succeeded to achieve 1 mm cubic resolution by stacking 18 plates of 1 mm
thickness LYSO plates with 1 mm x 1 mm laser segmentations[35].

Figure 2 Prototype X’tal cube detectors: a monolithic crystal block with 3D laser segmentation (a) and
stacked plates with 2D laser segmentation (b).

4. Other topics
One of recently increasing demands is PET/MRI. We have started a new project to develop a brain
PET/MRI by taking advantages of our DOI technologies. Our goal is to develop a RF coil with PET
detectors; theoretically it can be applied to any existing MRI systems[22][28]. MRI-based PET attenuation
correction is also one of our interests[29]. For brain imaging, we are designing a helmet-type PET geometry
in order to achieve both high imaging performance and reduced costs[25]. Appropriate geometries for
entire-body imaging is also our interest[17][30-31].
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(2) Progress in PET and PET/MR researches at Seoul National University
Jae Sung Lee
Departments of Nuclear Medicine and Biomedical Sciences,
Seoul National University, Korea

Abstract
In this talk, I will introduce the Department of Nuclear Medicine at Seoul National University (SNU) and
briefly summarize the research topics performed in Functional and Molecular Imaging System Lab (physics
and engineering group).

1. SNU Functional and Molecular Imaging System Lab (FMISL)
In Seoul National University (SNU) Department of Nuclear Medicine, the FMISL is the physics and
engineering group led by Prof. Jae Sung Lee, PhD. The research goal that FMISL pursue is to develop the
technologies with which we can acquire the biologically relevant and clinically useful information from
human body and living animals. Our current research interests included, but are not limited to, novel
medical imaging systems, i.e. hybrid PET-MRI scanner, and advanced biomedical image analysis
technologies. We are especially focusing on the radiotracer imaging modalities, such as positron emission
tomography (PET) and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT).
Major research projects performed at FMISL through the research grants funded by Korean government
includes:


Image processing techniques for Compton camera and application to molecular imaging (Atomic
Energy R&D Program of the Korean Science and Engineering Foundation, 6/1/2005~3/31/2011)



High resolution small animal PET systems with three-layer scintillation crystals (Basic Research
Program of Korean Science and Engineering Foundation, 3/1/2006~2/28/2009)



Basic GMPD PET detector technology for PET/MRI (Atomic Energy R&D Program of the
Korean Science and Engineering Foundation, 3/1/2007~2/28/2010)



Digital positron emission mammography system (Atomic Energy R&D Program of the Korean
Science and Engineering Foundation, 7/1/2008~6/30/2013)



Core technologies for time-of-flight PET (Atomic Energy R&D Program of the Korean Science
and Engineering Foundation, 7/1/2010~6/30/2013)



Image processing algorithms and software for integrated PET/MRI system (Ministry of
Knowledge Economy, 10/1/2007~6/30/2014)
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2. Recent progress in PET and PET/MR development
High QE flat-panel PMT-based TOF PET
TOF measurements in PET allow us to restrict the annihilation position probability to a small segment of
interest during the back-projection procedure in image reconstruction. Therefore, we can use this TOF
information to reduce the noise generated during image reconstruction. The benefit of the TOF information
is even more remarkable in low-statistics images, indicating that this technique is useful for reducing the
PET scan time or even the radiopharmaceutical injection dose. Further improvements in image quality can
be achieved because of the better timing resolution of the PET scanners. Thus, we are developing new TOF
PET system with better timing and spatial resolutions than current state-of-art clinical PET scanners. To
achieve the goal of this development, we have devised PET detector module that consists of multi-anode
flat panel PMTs with high quantum efficiency (~35%) and short transit time spread and 3 × 3 × 20 mm
LGSO crystal block. The initial results of PET imaging with a prototype PET ring with 40 detector blocks
will be presented.
SiPM-based MR-compatible PET
We have been developing a compact SiPM-based PET insert that is combined with ultra-high field
(UHF: 7-T or 9.4-T) small animal dedicated MR scanners to achieve high sensitivity and spatial resolution
both in PET and MRI studies. The PET insert consists of 64 LYSO-SiPM detectors arranged in 4 rings of
16 detectors to yield the ring diameter of 62 mm and axial fields-of-view of 55 mm. Each PET detector
consists of single 4 × 4 channel MPPC which is connected to position encoding circuit and temperature
sensor, and coupled with 9 × 9 LYSO crystal array (1.2 × 1.2 × 10 mm). The insert was shielded to
minimize the interference between PET and MRI systems. Initial physical performance tests yielded
maximum sensitivity of 4% with 250-750 keV energy window, and intrinsic spatial resolution of less than
1.0 mm. There was almost no change in the homogeneity of MR images of uniform corn-oil phantom by
inserting power-on PET scanner into Bruker 7T MR scanner. No change in PET count rate was observed
while applying various RF pulse sequences. We have also acquired several sets of simultaneous PET/MR
images using them.
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Abstract
We are developing a brain-dedicated PET-MRI system in which four-layer DOI-PET detectors we
previously proposed are integrated with the head coil of the MRI. As a first step, we investigated the
influences of the four-layer DOI-PET detector and the MRI system on the other modality using a prototype
system consisted of a four-layer DOI-PET detector and a prototype RF head coil. As a result, there is no
influence by the MRI measurements on the PET imaging in the simultaneous measurement. However, the
SNR of the MRI image was degraded in the simultaneous measurement.

1. Introduction
We are developing a brain-dedicated PET-MRI system in which four-layer DOI-PET detectors are
integrated with the head coil of the MRI [1]. The DOI-PET detector we previously proposed [2] can be
positioned close to an object thanks to the four-layer DOI encoding capability and realize a novel PET-MRI
configuration which can achieve high sensitivity with high spatial resolution as shown in fig. 1. In the
proposed system, the four-layer DOI detectors are mounted on the birdcage type head coil which consists
of a number of rod-shaped coil elements. The scintillation crystals which are permeable to the RF-pulse
from the MRI can be positioned closer to the measured object than the coil elements as shown in fig.1. The
photo-detectors and front-end circuits inside the shielding boxes to minimize electric noises from the PET
detectors and MRI system are positioned outside the coil elements not to block RF-pulses from the head
coil elements. As a first step, we investigated the influences of the four-layer DOI-PET detector and the
MRI system on the other modality using a prototype system consisted of a four-layer DOI-PET detector
and a prototype RF head coil.
Shielding box

Gradient coil

Head coil element

Shielding box

Scintillator

Figure 1. Schematic drawings for the proposed PET-MRI system.
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2. Materials and methods
2.1 Prototype system
The prototype system for evaluation of the proposed integrated PET-MRI consisted of the four-layer
DOI-PET detector and the prototype head coil. A photograph of the prototype system is shown in fig.2. The
prototype DOI-PET detector consisted of six multi-pixel photon counter (MPPC) arrays (S11064-050P,
Hamamatsu Photonics K. K.), two scintillator crystal blocks, a readout circuit board and a copper shielding
box (fig. 2(a)). Each MPPC array had 4 × 4 readout pixels. The six MPPC arrays were arraigned on a line
and soldered onto the readout circuit board. The scintillator blocks consisted of Lu1.8Gd0.2SiO5：Ce (LGSO,
Hitachi Chemical Co., Ltd., Japan) scintillators arranged in a 12 × 4 × 4 layers and reflectors inserted
between them. The size of each crystal element was 2.9 mm × 2.9 mm × 5.0 mm. The reflector was the
multilayer polymer mirror (Sumitomo 3M, Ltd.) of 0.065 mm thickness and 98 % reflectivity. A half of
each crystal block was positioned outside the shielding box where it projected from a hole (83 mm × 15
mm) on the top of the box as shown. The 96ch readout signals from all MPPC pixels were reduced to 4 ch
signals with a weighted sum circuit and amplified with amplifiers on the readout circuit board. The
amplified signals were fed to a data acquisition system to be digitalized and recorded using a Windows PC.
The prototype RF head coil was dedicated to a 3.0 T MRI (MAGNETOM Verio, Siemens). The diameter of
the coil elements was 27.5 cm. There were eight coil elements and the PET detectors could be mounted on
gaps between the coil elements. The four-layer DOI detector was mounted on left side of the prototype
head coil.

(a) DOI detector and readout circuit

(b) protype RF head coil

Figure 2.Photograph of the prototype PET-MRI system.

2.2 Experiments
We evaluated performance of the prototype four-layer DOI detector and influence of PET measurements
on MRI images. The PET detectors, the head coil and cables were in the MRI room and the data acquisition
system and power supplies for the MPPC and the preamplifiers were outside it. The length of the cables for
signal readout and power supply were 10 m. No temperature control was applied to the PET detectors
during the experiment. Energy resolution and 2D position histograms were measured for 511keV
annihilation radiations from a 22Na point-like source with and without MRI measurements. Gradient echo
(TR=7300ms, TE1= 2.46ms, TE2=7.38ms) and spin echo (TR=5000ms, TE= 94ms) methods were used in
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simultaneous measurements. We also evaluated influence of the PET measurements on the MRI images. A
cylindrical phantom (nickel chloride solution, Φ220mm×120mm length) was positioned at the center of the
field of view. Magnitude images of the cylindrical phantom were measured by the spin echo method
(TR=5000ms, TE= 156ms) to evaluated the SNR of the MRI images for the simultaneous measurements.

3. Results and Discussion
Figures 3 shows 2D position histograms for uniform irradiation of the 22Na point source with and without
MRI measurements by the gradient echo (GRE) and spin echo (SE) methods. The spot corresponding with
two 12 × 4 × 4 crystal blocks are clearly represented shown in one flood histogram in three position
histograms. Comparison of the three position histograms shows no degradation of crystal identification
performance for all MRI sequences. The energy resolutions of single crystal elements obtained by applying
ROIs to the position histograms are shown in table 1. Difference between the average energy resolutions
for the crystal elements in each layer with and without PET measurement is lower than 0.3 percentage point.
These results show the influence of the MRI on the energy information of the PET detector is negligible in
the simultaneous measurements.

(a) MRI off

Figure 3.

(b) GRE

(c) SE

2D position histograms for uniform irradiation of 511 keV annihilation radiations (a) without

MRI measurement, (b) with MRI measurement (gradient echo) and (c) with MRI measurement (spin echo).
The two crystal arrays are represented in the flood histograms.
Table 1. Energy resolutions of the single crystal elements (%, FWHM)
out of MRI

MRI off

MRI off

1st layer

14.4 ± 0.9

14.6 ± 0.9

14.7 ± 1.0

2nd layer

15.1 ± 1.3

15.2 ± 1.2

15.3 ± 1.3

3rd layer

15.8 ± 1.7

16.0 ± 1.7

16.1 ± 1.7

4th layer

18.0 ± 4.0

18.0 ± 4.0

18.1 ±3.9

Figure 4 shows magnitude images measured for the cylindrical phantom by the spin echo method. The left,
center and right figures are obtained in the experiments without the PET detectors, with the PET detectors
turned off and with the PET detectors in the simultaneous measurements, respectively. The SNRs of the
phantom images by the difference method in the three magnitude images are (a) 247.77, (b) 242.80 and (c)
44.948. The result shows that the electronic circuits in the acquisition system of the PET degrade the SNR
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of the MRI images. The noise from the acquisition system enters the MRI room through the signal cables.
In addition, even when the PET detectors were turned off, the SNR is slightly degraded since external
noises contaminate the MRI signal, passing through the cables from outside the MRI room.

(a) Without PET detectors

(b) With PET detectors turned off

(c) Simultaneous measurements

Fig 4. Magnitude images measured for the cylindrical phantom by the spin echo method. The left, center
and right figures were obtained in the experiments (a) without the PET detectors, (b) with the PET detectors
turned off and (c) with simultaneous measurements.

4. Conclusions
We evaluated reciprocal influence between the PET detectors and MRI images using the prototype system.
As a result, although there is no influence by the MRI measurements on the PET imaging in the
simultaneous measurement, the SNR of the MRI image was degraded in the simultaneous measurement.
We are investigating effective shielding method [3] and planning a one-ring prototype which consists of
eight PET detectors for evaluation of PET imaging performance in the proposed configuration.
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Abstract
We have previously proposed depth-of-interaction (DOI) encoding method to extract continuous DOI
information with a single-layer pixelated crystal and a single-ended readout using triangular shape
reflector (PMB 2010; 2013). Moreover, experimental evaluation of our DOI PET detector composed with
2×2×20 mm3 pixelated LGSO crystal array and digital silicon photomultipliers (dSiPM, DPC-3200-22-44)
of Philips was successfully presented (IEEE 2013). And it showed promising results as a high resolution
PET detector.
Here, we present experimental demonstration of a prototype DOI PET ring system by rotating the
dSiPM-based PET detector pair. Each DOI PET detector was consisted of 18x18 unpolished LYSO crystal
(1.47x1.47x15 mm3) and dSiPM. This two prototype DOI PET detectors and positron-emitting sources
were placed on 2-AXIS motorized rotation system, to mimic a virtual PET ring system. Diameter of a PET
ring system was set to 12.4 cm for the 12-block ring geometry. List mode data was acquired at all detector
configurations to obtain sinograms for the reconstruction. Furthermore, simulation studies with full ring
geometry were performed to make comparison with our prototype PET system. To evaluate the
performance of our prototype DO PET system, transaxial resolution is planned to be obtained by moving
Na-22 point source in radial direction with 1 cm interval. Data will be analyzed with and without DOI
correction to investigate the effectiveness of our prototype DOI PET system.

1. Introduction
Positron emission tomography (PET) detectors with Depth-of-Interaction (DOI) encoding capability
allows high resolution and high sensitivity image to be achieved simultaneously. To measure DOI
information from a mono-layer array of scintillation crystal using single-ended readout, our group has
previously devised a novel method based on light spreading within a crystal [1]. A scintillation crystal array
is wrapped with triangularly teeth shaped reflector, such that scintillation photons spread simply in the
y-direction in upper halves of crystal and in the x-direction in lower halves (Fig.1 (b)). As a result, DOI
positions can be estimated by considering the extent of two-dimensional light dispersion. Based on both
simulation and experimental studies, our proposed DOI PET detector showed promising results with high
resolution and sensitivity. [2]
While we used PMT as a photo sensor, we have extended scope of our DOI PET detector to use Silicon
photomultiplier (SiPM), since SiPM has a lot of advantages such as its insensitivity to magnetic fields, high
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gain, and fast timing properties. In this study, we used digital Silicon Photomultipler (dSiPM), which has
additional benefit in implementing our continuous DOI PET detector because the energy and timing
information generated from each pixel of dSiPM array is digitally recorded, being available for easy
estimation of light distribution. And we already presented that our DOI estimation methods is well
implemented by using dSiPM as a photo sensor. It showed very good energy resolution, and also good DOI
accuracy.
In this study, we developed a ring-like PET system by rotating a prototype DOI PET detector pair by
using dSiPM. Monte Carlo simulation study was performed simultaneously, and the performance of our
prototype DOI PET system will be evaluated.

2. Methods
2.1 DOI encoding block detector design
For each DOI detector, Philips dSiPM (DPC-3200-22-44) was optically coupled with 18×18 array of
unpolished LYSO crystal (1.47×1.47×15 mm3) (Fig.1). Crystals were wrapped with triangular teeth shape
reflector. 1 mm light guide was inserted between sensor and crystal array for efficient light spreading.
Additionally, in order to reduce the effect of dead spaces between pixels of dSiPM, we used window
shaped reflector placed between the sensor and light guide to reduce light loss (Fig. 1(a)).

Figure 1. DOI encoding block detector design (a) detector assembly, (b) triangular teeth shape reflector.

2.2 Experiment setting and data acquisition process
In this study, the prototype DOI PET detector pair was placed on the 2-AXIS motorized rotation stage to
mimic a PET ring system. We demonstrated 12-block PET ring system with crystal face-to-face distance of
12.4 cm. One detector was fixed, while the other one was rotating on AXIS-2. Source was placed on
AXIS-1 and was rotating to cover all possible detector configurations of the ring geometry. (Fig. 2(a)) Data
was acquired at all different detector configurations, and motions and moments of rotations were controlled
automatically.
Data acquisition process was managed by using Philips Digital Photon Counting Technology Evaluation
Kit (PDPC-TEK) connected to PC. Tile settings of dSiPM were configured adequately as following: trigger
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scheme 4, validation scheme 8, validation length 40 ns, integration length 165 ns, and fully on neighbor
logic configuration. 10% of dSiPM cells with highest dark count rate were inhibited. The whole experiment
setup was placed inside the temperature controlling box set to 0°C to lower the dark count effect. (Fig.
2(b))

Figure 2. (a) Configurations of our prototype system, (b) experiment setting placed in the temperature
controlling box

2.3 GATE simulation studies
On the other hand of experimental studies, Monte Carlo simulation studies were also performed by using
GATE in order to compare results with our prototype detector pair system. In simulation studies, full-ring
PET with exactly same geometry was simulated. (Fig. 3) Two different cases were simulated here: (a) PET
system with no DOI information, (b) PET system with 4-region DOI information. For the latter case,
number of DOI region was determined by considering our experimental results on a detector level. (IEEE
2013)

Figure 3. Full-ring PET system with 4-region DOI information

2.4 Transaxial resolution measurement study
To see the performance of our prototype DOI PET system, transaxial resolution measurement was
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performed, which is the proper study to see the effect of DOI correction. Data was acquired by both
experiment and simulation while moving the Na-22 point source (12.8 μCi) in radial direction at six points
starting from the center of the system with 1 cm interval (0 – 5 cm). (Fig.2 (a)) Reconstructed image will be
given afterwards, and transaxial resolution of each data point will be analyzed by obtaining FWHM values.
Furthermore, FWHM values will be obtain in both cases of (a) without DOI correction, and (b) with DOI
correction.

3. Results and discussion
For the results, physical performances of our prototype DOI-PET detector pair will be evaluated, showing
flood histogram, energy resolution, time resolution, and DOI resolution. Then the transaxial resolution
(spatial resolution) along the radial direction will be evaluated from measurements while considering DOI
correction. Also, there will be comparison between experiment and simulation studies.

4. Conclusions
Design of prototype DOI PET detector pair to demonstrate a ring-like PET structure is proposed and
several performance tests will be performed. This prototype DOI PET system will offer high resolution and
high sensitivity system which will be useful preclinical research tool.
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Abstract
The advanced depth-of-interaction positron emission tomography (PET) detectors have been improved to
provide three-dimensionally uniform detector resolution. These detectors allow geometries that place the
detectors very close to imaging subjects, because they can maintain high spatial resolution even in the
peripheral region in the field of view (FOV) without loss of sensitivity. In this study, we are proposing a
helmet-PET geometry consisting of a hemispheric-shaped detector and a jaw detector. The key points of the
geometry are the closely positioned detectors and the detector covering the jaw. The hemispheric-shaped
detector had high sensitivity for the cerebrum region. However, the sensitivity at the center region was low,
where the cerebellum positioned during PET measurement. In the proposed geometry, the jaw detector
significantly improved the sensitivity at the center region of the geometry. High sensitivity and quantitative
accuracy for the cerebellum region are important especially for functional brain imaging because this
region may be used as a reference value in kinetic analysis. We conducted imaging simulations for the
geometries assuming 3.0 × 3.0 × 3.0 mm3 cubic detector elements arranged as the hemispheric-shaped
detector and the jaw detector. Numerical simulations showed the proposed geometry increases image
quality especially for the central region.

1. Introduction
The

advanced

depth-of-interaction(DOI)-PET

detectors

have

been

improved

to

provide

three-dimensionally uniform detector resolution. We have developed the X’tal cube PET detector composed
of an 18 × 18× 18 array of 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm crystals and proven that it had isotropic spatial resolution
regardless of the angle of incidence [1-3]. Another way to achieve uniform detector resolution is to stack
multiple modules of 1-layer thin crystal arrays [4, 5]. The silicone photomultiplier (SiPM) enabled compact
design of the PET detectors. These detectors allow a geometry that places the detectors very close to
imaging subjects, because they can maintain high spatial resolution even in the peripheral region in the
field-of-view (FOV) without loss of sensitivity. Dedicated brain PET scanners have been developed using
DOI-PET detectors by several groups. For example, Eriksson et al. [6] have developed HRRT with 2-layer
DOI-PET detectors. We have developed jPET-D4 with 4-layer DOI-PET detectors [7-8]. Yamamoto et al.
[9] have developed a wearable PET system with 2-layer DOI-PET detectors. On the other hand, Majweski
et al. [10] have developed HelmetPET with SiPM based PET detector so that the detectors can be arranged
inside a helmet to be put on a patient head. These dedicated brain PET scanners are all based on the
cylinder PET geometry which is the most typical geometry for PET scanners. In this study, we are
proposing a novel PET geometry that consists of a hemispheric-shaped detector and a jaw detector and is
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dedicated for brain measurement (Fig. 1). It should be noted that we are expecting that a non-block-shaped
detector will be developed and it will enable us to make a more flexible geometry such as this proposal in
the near future. The key points of the geometry are the closely positioned detectors and the detector
covering the jaw. The hemispheric-shaped geometry is expected to have high sensitivity for the cerebrum
region. In addition, the jaw detector is expected to significantly improve the sensitivity at the center region
of the hemisphere, where the cerebellum is positioned during PET measurement. Highly sensitive and
quantitative accuracy for the cerebellum region are important especially for functional brain imaging
because this region may be used as a reference value in kinetic analysis. We analyzed geometrical
sensitivity for the proposed geometry.
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Figure 1. Conceptual illustration of the chin-strap-helmet PET consisting of a hemispheric-shaped detector
and a jaw detector (a) and the parameters for determining the size of the jaw detector.

2. Methods
2.1 Helmet-PET with Jaw Detector
Our proposed geometry consists of a hemispheric-shaped detector and a jaw detector. We define the jaw
detector size with two parameters α and β for the horizontal angle and vertical angle, respectively. The
hemispheric-shaped detector and the jaw detector are defined on a common sphere with the radius of R. As
shown in Figure 1 (b), α defines jaw detector width and β defines its height. We analyze geometrical
sensitivity for each region as relative coverage of the solid angle in which the coincidence measurement is
possible.

2.2 Imaging Simulation
We conducted computer simulations assuming a 3 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm detector elements placed on the
surface of each detector module. The detector elements were uniformly distributed on each circle with polar
angle sampling on sphere. The normal vector of the detector element was matched with the normal vector
of the sphere surface. The diameter of the sphere where the detector arranged was 250 mm. Figure 2 shows
a numerical phantom used in the simulation. The numerical phantom was designed to have three disks and
seven spots with a size of 3 mm in all directions, which corresponds a voxel. Poisson noise was added to
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each line of response (LOR) bin in the projection data calculated by a forward projection and adjusted to
500 M count for fully covered geometry (α=β=90°). Only LOR bins where the coincidence measurement is
possible with the parameters were used in the reconstruction step. We compared the helmet PET with jaw
detector with a cylinder PET and helmet PET without jaw detector. The parameters for the jaw detector was
α=60° and β=10°. The normalized standard deviation (NSD) was calculated for each region of interest
(ROI) set inside disks as shown in figure 2.
y

1 mm spots

15 mm

RO1

x
60 mm

z

1 mm spots

60 mm

15 mm
x

RO2
RO3

200 mm

200 mm

Figure 2. Numerical phantom design used for the imaging simulation.

3. Results
Figure 3 shows the geometrical sensitivity for each region calculated as relative coverage of the
solid angle in which the coincidence measurement is possible. Because the sensitivity distributions were
bilaterally symmetric, we combined them into one image to show the difference clearly. The sensitivity
profile of the cylindrical PET having the same amount of detector surface area as the helmet PET was also
plotted. The jaw detector significantly improved the sensitivity at the center region.
Figure 4 shows the images reconstructed for the each geometry. Figure 5 shows the NSD
calculated for each ROI in the reconstructed images.
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Figure 3.

Sensitivity distributions of the helmet PET with and without the jaw detector (left) and its
profile from the center toward zenith (right).
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Reconstructed images for the cylinder PET, helmet PET, and helmet PET with jaw detector in
which parameters for the jaw detector were α = 60° and β = 10°.
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Figure 5. NSD for each ROI in the images reconstructed for the each geometry.

4. Discussion
The sensitivity for the ROI A in figure 1 (b) became 300% of that for the helmet PET and the
difference between ROI A and B for the proposed geometry was decreased to only 2 times larger, which
was 5 times without the jaw detector, by adding a supplemental jaw detector equivalent to only 12% of the
hemispheric-shaped detector. As a result of imaging simulation, noise in the reconstructed image for the
central region where corresponds cerebellum region was significantly reduced by the jaw detector.
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5. Conclusions
We proposed the helmet-PET geometry having a jaw detector. Geometrical analysis and imaging
simulation showed that the proposed geometry has good potential for highly sensitive and accurate
measurement of brain functions.
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Abstract
In this study, we have assessed a variety of linear methods avoiding arterial blood sampling to quantify
metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 bindings from [11C]ABP688 human brain PET data. All the methods
showed very similar results with nonlinear simplified reference tissue model in regional analysis while only
two methods among them, the relative equilibrium based graphical plot and the mixed LS-TLS based
method, successfully produced good parametric images without suffering from noise or relative
underestimation issues.

1. Introduction
Metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 (mGluR5) is known as a potential therapeutic target due to its
involvement in various brain diseases[1]. Although [11C]ABP688 is a highly selective and promising
radioligand for the mGluR5, the kinetic analysis studies for this tracer in human brain are limited to the
compartment modeling and the Logan plot using plasma input function[2–3]. Thus, we investigated the
feasibility of various noninvasive linear methods using reference tissue for human [11C]ABP688 PET data,
focusing on the compatibility with the nonlinear simplified reference tissue model (SRTM)[4] and quality of
parametric image of the distribution volume ratio (DVR).

2. Methods
2.1 Data acquisition and processing
Total 30 subjects, including 9 controls and 21 Parkinson’s disease patients, underwent a 60-min dynamic
11C]ABP688

[

PET and T1-weighted MRI scans simultaneously using 3T Siemens Biograph mMR. For

each subject, about 370 MBq (10.0 mCi) [11C]ABP688 was administrated with an intravenous bolus
injection, and then the emission data were acquired in list-mode. After routine corrections, 44 dynamic
frames (8 × 15, 16 × 30, 10 × 60, 10 frames × 240 sec) were reconstructed by the filtered back projection.
Regions-of-interest (ROIs) of putamen, caudate nucleus, hippocampus, thalamus, and cerebellum were
automatically segmented from the individual MR image using the FMRIB Integrated Registration and
Segmentation Tool (FIRST, FSL v4.0, Oxford University, Oxford UK, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). By
directly placing those ROIs on the reconstructed PET images without co-registration, we obtained regional
time-activity curves (TACs).
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Figure 1. Linear relationship between the distribution volume ratio (DVR) estimates obtained by the
standard simplified reference tissue model using nonlinear least squares (SRTM-NLS) and those by various
linear methods using a reference region (the cerebellum in this study): (a) Logan plot, (b) relative
equilibrium based graphical plot (RE plot), (c) multilinear reference tissue model (MRTM), (d) multilinear
version of SRTM using ordinary least squares (multilinear SRTM), and (e) multilinear SRTM using the
mixed LS-TLS (MTLS). Each method was applied to the region-of-interest (ROI) TACs from dynamic
[11C]ABP688 human brain PET data.

2.2 Quantification
For regional and voxel TACs of each subject, the DVRs were estimated from 5 different noninvasive
methods using the cerebellum as a reference region. For ROI data, we compared: Logan plot[5], relative
equilibrium based graphical plot (RE plot)[6], multilinear reference tissue model (MRTM) [7], multilinear
version of SRTM[8] using ordinary least squares (multilinear SRTM), and the multilinear SRTM using the
mixed LS-TLS (MTLS). For voxel data, MRTM and MTLS were replaced with MRTM2 and a new
regularization approach for MTLS with spatial constraint (MTLS-SC) respectively because both MRTM
and MTLS suffered from high spatial variability in parametric images. Results from each method were
compared with those from ROI-based nonlinear SRTM (SRTM-NLS).
For the Logan plot, we ignored the term of the tissue-to-plasma efflux rate constant in a reference region
(

) or its population average (

) that is involved in the operational equation relying on a reference

tissue input (see Discussion). For the Logan and RE plot, we determined the starting time of linear portion
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as 20-min post-injection by observing both graphical plots. Conversely, whole data points were used for
the other three methods that are based on multiple linear regression models. On the other hand, since
MRTM2 requires a priori information of

to reduce the number of model parameters in MRTM, we

calculated it from the results of SRTM-NLS.
For MTLS and MTLS-SC, we assumed that only one independent variable (the tissue concentration)
among total three independent variables of the multilinear SRTM is contaminated with noise. For
MTLS-SC, we formulated and solved the following regularization problem for

, a matrix form

representation of the multilinear SRTM,

where

is a vector of model parameters including DVR,

of bias allowed in the final solution,

is a spatial constraint that restricts the range

is a regularization parameter to control the balance between the

MTLS cost function and the penalty (or the balance between bias and variance),
that assigns different weights to each component of

. In addition,

is a diagonal matrix
in which the value of

1 corresponds to the noisy independent variable (the tissue concentration). The spatial constraint is
generated by applying a spatial smoothing filter to the initial DVR images pre-estimated with MTLS. The
penalty (the second term) in the above equation spatially constrains the resulting parameters to be around
the values of neighboring voxels.

Figure 2. Transverse planes of representative parametric images of DVR acquired using various methods
from [11C]ABP688 PET data. (a) Logan plot, (b) RE plot, (c) MRTM2, (d) multilinear SRTM, and (e)
MTLS-SC.
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3. Results
As shown in Figure 1, the ROI DVRs from each method were almost identical to those from nonlinear
,

SRTM (

in the worst case). However, in voxelwise quantification, only the

DVR parametric images from RE plot and MTLS-SC showed good quality and relatively accurate regional
values (RE,

,

MTLS-SC,

,

); other images

suffered from influence of high-level noise in voxel TACs: decreases in DVR value or in correlation with
nonlinear SRTM results (Logan,
; multilinear SRTM,

,

; MRTM,

,

,

) (Figures 2 and 3).

4. Discussion
In this study, we applied the Logan plot without the

term because the term can be ignored when it

is relatively small or becomes constant[5]. In fact, the use of pre-estimated values from SRTM-NLS, as in
MRTM2, made negligible changes on the DVR values (not shown), and furthermore the Logan plot without
the term yielded good results in ROI analysis (Figure 1).
Meanwhile, the Logan plot and the multilinear SRTM generated the parametric images with relatively
lower intensities than the others (Figures 2 and 3). Those underestimations are due to the violation of the
basis assumption underlying ordinary least squares: all independent variables in a given linear model are
measured without noise or exactly known. Conversely, the other methods demonstrated relatively accurate
results by avoiding such violation; the RE plot and MRTM (also MRTM2) use noisy data only for
dependent variable and MTLS (and MTLS-SC) allows an involvement of noisy independent variables
during estimation process. Nevertheless, MRTM2 produced outliers in a low binding region such as
thalamus probably because the DVR is calculated by a division of the estimated model parameters, not
directly estimated as in the other four methods.
Although we used the results from SRTM-NLS as a gold standard in this study, even those results may be
underestimated because the human cerebellum is known to have the mGluR5 receptors[2–3]. However,
several animal studies[9–11] have reported that the results from the noninvasive Logan and the SRTM-NLS
were highly correlated with those from compartment modeling despite a slight underestimation that is
attributable to specific bindings in the cerebellum. On the other hand, cerebellar gray matter has shown to
be better reference region for baboon studies than the whole cerebellum[11] and thus was also used in human
study by the same group[12]. However, in this study, we observed no difference between the results obtained
using cerebellar gray matter and whole cerebellum (not shown).

5. Conclusions
For the quantification of human [11C]ABP688 PET data using reference input function, RE plot and
MTLS-based methods provided the best results in terms of the parametric image quality and the
compatibility with SRTM-NLS.
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Figure 3. Linear relationship between regional mean values of DVR images from various methods and
corresponding ROI DVRs from nonlinear SRTM (SRTM-NLS). Each panel corresponds to DVR image in
Figure 2: (a) Logan plot, (b) RE plot, (c) MRTM2, (d) multilinear SRTM, and (e) MTLS-SC.
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Abstract
The physical properties of ion beams can offer unprecedented ballistic accuracy for highly conformal
irradiation of the tumour volume, with excellent sparing of surrounding healthy tissue and critical organs.
However, the advantageous dosimetric properties come at the price of increased sensitivity to uncertainties
in treatment planning and delivery. This calls for an increasing role of imaging to ensure safe application of
the intended dose to the targeted area during the entire course of fractionated therapy. Although it is
common perception that image-guidance of particle therapy lags behind modern photon therapy, new
technological developments are being pursued by several groups to exploit unique features of ion beam
interaction in matter for innovative and unconventional image-guidance concepts.

1. Introduction
The favourable physical and radiobiological properties of light ion beams (i.e., protons and heavier ions up
to charge Z ≈ 10) offer the possibility of a highly precise and biologically effective radiation therapy, owing
to the selective concentration of radiation damage in the characteristic Bragg-peak at the end of range [1,2].
This promises improved clinical outcome with reduced toxicity for various tumour sites in comparison to
conventional radiotherapy with photons and electrons. However, the increased physical selectivity of ion
beam therapy comes at the price of enhanced sensitivity to inter- and intra-fractional changes of the
treatment situation with respect to the planned one. In particular, the finite beam range in tissue is strongly
influenced by the radiological pathlength, directly affecting the localisation of the intended dose delivery.
Therefore, full clinical exploitation of the therapeutic benefits of ion beams requires imaging techniques
capable of assessing the patient position and anatomy at the treatment site, as well as the actual beam range
and, ultimately, the delivered dose to the patient. To this aim, several unconventional imaging modalities
are being investigated to provide dedicated on-site image-guidance in particle therapy.

2. Material and methods
Reported clinical experience has been so far restricted to the in-vivo visualization of beam range via
Positron-Emission-Tomography (PET) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), mostly after individual or
cumulated treatment fractions, respectively [3]. The former technique exploits the transient amount of
β+-activation induced in nuclear reactions between the primary beam and the irradiated tissue, thus
depending on the ion beam species, the elemental composition and physiological (in terms of biological
clearance or so-called “washout”) properties of the irradiated tissue, as well as the time course of irradiation
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and data acquisition. The latter modality exploits the detectability in MR images of radiation-induced
physiological changes, which can manifest after a certain dose threshold in particular anatomical locations
such as the spine and the liver. For on-site imaging directly during the beam delivery, new detector
developments aim at in-vivo range verification via visualization of secondary emerging radiation either
from delayed radioactive decays of β+-activated isotopes (PET imaging) or from prompt de-excitation
products of nuclear fragmentation reactions (prompt gamma and charged particle imaging). All these
(quasi) real-time techniques could be complemented by radiographic or tomographic transmission imaging
of energetic ion beams prior to, or even “in-between”, treatment in order to (i) decrease range errors via
direct determination of the tissue stopping properties relative to water (owing to their weak dependence on
the beam energy), (ii) provide imaging of the patient with reduced artefacts from metal/dental implants and,
ultimately, (iii) replace in-room X-ray imaging for daily low-dose image guidance and, if necessary,
treatment adaptation.

3. Results
Following the encouraging results from the clinical usage of often suboptimal instrumentation and
implementation of PET-based treatment verification, promising new detector concepts and imaging
prototypes for on-site image-guidance have been proposed and demonstrated in proof-of-principle
experiments by several groups. Whereas next-generation dedicated PET instrumentation essentially relies
on full-ring (“openPET” [5]) or dual-head (with ultra-fast time-of-flight [6]) designs for in-beam imaging,
different concepts have been proposed for the detection of neutral or charged prompt secondary radiation
from nuclear interactions in the patient. Prototypes for prompt gamma imaging perpendicular to the main
beam direction span from one-dimensional visualization of the last few centimeters of beam penetration
through a massive knife-edge collimator [6] to the more challenging three-dimensional detection relying on
Compton kinematics [7]. Imaging of charged particles (essentially protons) was demonstrated with tracking
systems inspired by particle physics experiments, using solid state detectors or drift chambers followed by
absorbers, placed at different angles from the main beam direction [8,9]. Finally, recent implementations of
ion transmission imaging include particle-by-particle tracking with residual energy measurement for broad
beams, and range assessment from transmission measurements in planar detectors or Bragg peak
visualization in so-called range telescopes for pencil-like beams [10].

4. Discussion and conclusions
The rapidly increasing spread of particle therapy facilities is being accompanied by an increasing role of
unconventional imaging modalities aiming to reduce range and dose delivery uncertainties for optimal
clinical usage of ion beams. Whereas a limited number of clinical investigations have been so far reported
for PET- and MRI-based range assessment after individual or cumulated treatment fractions, several groups
worldwide are pioneering new detector developments aiming to (quasi) real-time on-site imaging of
radioactive or prompt nuclear reaction products, possibly complemented by morphological imaging with
the same radiation quality but higher energy as for therapy. Although most of the new developments are
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still at the research and development level, it is expected that some of these new concepts will be deployed
for clinical usage in the near future. From the different nature of the underlying signal, it can be argued that
the novel imaging modalities will often provide complementary information, and their performance will be
likely dependent on the ion species and anatomical site. On the other hand, even when neglecting cost
issues, it could be challenging and even unpractical to integrate all the discussed techniques at the treatment
site (figure 1). Therefore, hybrid detector concepts [11] serving for multiple detection purposes at the likely
expense of image quality compromises might be a viable solution for the future. Additional challenges will
include the synchronization of the new detector developments with motion monitoring sensors for
anatomical locations subject, for example, to respiratory motion.

Figure 1. Schematic view of discussed imaging techniques which could complement the currently available
X-ray radiographic systems for unconventional image-guidance in ion beam therapy
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Abstract
Three different types of intraoperative molecular imaging cameras are being investigated. The first type
detects electrons and gammas from 18F FDG with a Hamamatsu MPPC, and the second counts Cerenkov
photons, electrons and gammas from 18F FDG with a CCD camera. The last one detects 140 keV gammas
from

99mTc

and near infrared (NIR) photons from indocyanine green (ICG) for sentinel lymph node

identification with CCD cameras. Preliminary results are reported using an IVIS Spectrum instead of
CCDs.

1. Introduction
Intraoperative molecular imaging probes are being widely used for sentinel lymph node identification and
residual tumor removal by detecting electrons and/or gammas from

125I, 111In

and

99mTc.

Recently,

intraoperative probes for 18F FDG have been developed since positron emission tomography (PET) became
an important imaging tool for tumor detection and staging[1]. Intraoperative imaging probes detecting
Cerenkov photons from 18F FDG have been also investigated[2]. Intraoperative probes detecting electrons or
positrons have a high tumor background ratio with limited in-depth detection capability while those
detecting gammas usually have a low tumor background ratio. Several groups developed intraoperative
probes which detect electrons (or positrons) and gammas. Lately, intraoperative NIR cameras are also being
used for sentinel lymph node identification[3].
In this paper, we report investigative researches on three different types of intraoperative cameras. The
structure of the first type is presented along with the depth of interaction (DOI) capability for electron
interaction point identification. A preliminary design of the second type is shown with the measured counts
of Cerenkov photons, electrons and gammas from 18F FDG. Finally, the measured counts of gammas from
99mTc

and NIR photons from ICG using an IVIS Spectrum are presented with a possible scheme of

simultaneous gamma and NIR photon detection.

2. Methods
2.1 Electron/Gamma Camera
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The electron/gamma camera that we are investigating provides a tumor image by detecting electrons (or
positrons) from superficial tumors with a gamma detection capability which compensates limited in-depth
penetration of electrons. The electron/gamma camera shown in Figure 1 consisted of 4 polished plastic
scintillators of 2.0x2.9x12 mm3, a 9.0x12.0x12.0 mm3 GAGG scintillation crystal and an MPPC readout.
The front plastic and back GAGG scintillators detect electrons and gammas, respectively. The front plastic
scintillators were wrapped with laser-processed multi-holes 3 M ESR polymers shown in Figure 1(c). Since
more lights move to neighbor cells as the interaction point moves away from the MPPC as shown in Fig
1(d), the vertical position can be estimated by the degree of light spreads. 18F FDG was used to investigate
the properties of the electron/gamma camera.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of electron/gamma camera, (b) Front plastic scintillator and back GAGG
scintillation crystal block, (c) Laser-processed multi-holes 3 M ESR polymers, (d) Schematic of light
spreads depending on the vertical interaction point.

2.2 Cerenkov/Electron/Gamma Camera
The Cerenkov/electron/gamma camera aims to detect Cerenkov photons, electrons and gammas using an
optical

imaging

system

such

as

IVIS

Spectrum.

Figure

2

shows

a

schematic

of

the

Cerenkov/electron/gamma intraoperative imaging camera which consists of UV fibers for Cerenkov photon
passage, 0.5 mm thick GAGG scintillation crystal/clear fibers for beta detection and scintillation photon
passage, and 5.0 thick GAGG scintillation crystal/clear fibers for gamma detection and scintillation photon
passage. Figure 3 shows a test setup.

Figure 2. Schematic of electron/gamma camera.
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Figure 3. Test setup to measure the counts of Cerenkov photons, positrons and gammas from 18F FDG.

2.3 Gamma/NIR Camera
To investigate feasibility of the simultaneous gamma and NIR camera for sentinel lymph node
identification, we measured the counts of gammas from

99mTc

and NIR photons from ICG using an IVIS

Spectrum, as shown in Figure 4.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a) Test setup for the detection of gammas from 99mTc which interacts with the GAGG crystal to
generate scintillation photons. (b) Test setup for the detection of NIR photons from ICG. The GAGG crystal
doesn't play a specific role other than an NIR photon conduit.

3. Results
3.1 Electron/Gamma Camera
Figure 5(a) shows hole positions on a 0.2 mm thick copper sheet to block positrons other than at 1 mm
diameter holes. The DoI ratios shown in Figure 5(b) are defined by the ADC value at A divided by the sum
of ADC values at A, B, C and D. Figure 5(c) shows ADC spectra at A, B, C and D channels indicating
significant gamma contamination despite of the 2 mm thick polished plastic scintillator. The gamma
contamination also makes it difficult to estimate the DoI resolution for positron interaction point
identification. The DoI resolution of 5.79 mm could have been improved if unpolished plastic scintillators
were used.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. (a) Hole positions to allow positron and gamma passage. (b) DoI ratios depending on the hole
positions. (c) ADC spectra at A, B, C and D channels. The bottom left spectrum was obtained from the 1st
position at channel A.

3.2 Cerenkov/Electron/Gamma Camera
As shown in Figure 6, the plastic scintillator and scintillation fiber bundle produced a negligible intrinsic
background while the GAGG scintillation crystals produced a significant intrinsic background. A relative
intensity of Cerenkov photons, scintillation photons from the interaction of positrons and gammas was
1.00 : 0.15 : 1.11 with the 2.0 mm thick plastic scintillator, 1.00 : 0.22 : 0.88 with the scintillating fiber
bundle, and 1.00 : 7.30 : 48.4 with the GAGG scintillation crystals.

Figure 6. Signal and background counts for Cerenkov, positron and gamma measurements.

3.3 Gamma/NIR Camera
Figure 7(a) shows a characteristic spectrum of GAGG scintillation photons with a total 5.5 M counts for
10 sec. ICG intensities depending on the excitation pulse and the band pass filter were shown in Figure 8(a).
The 710 nm excitation refers to 710±10 nm, and the 820 nm band pass filter passes the NIR photons with
820±10 nm.
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(b)
(a)

Figure 7. (a) Spectrum obtained from the GAGG scintillation crystal, (b) IVIS Spectrum image of

99mTc

distribution.

(b)
(a)

Figure 8. (a) ICG intensities depending on the excitation pulse and the band pass filter. (b) IVIS Spectrum
image with region of interest (ROI) used for ICG intensity counts.

4. Discussion
The significant gamma contamination of the electron/gamma camera also makes it difficult to obtain the
positron map from 18F FDG. The DoI resolution of 5.79 mm was obtained with polished and cracked plastic
scintillators, and it could be improved with unpolished good quality plastic scintillators. As expected for the
Cerenkov/electron/gamma camera for

18F

FDG, the insignificant contribution of Cerenkov photons

compared to positrons and gammas was obtained. Since the afterglow of GAGG was also significant, other
scintillation crystals such as BGO and GSO need to be evaluated.
Significant counts from the GAGG scintillation crystal were measured using the IVIS Spectrum optical
imaging system, along with the NIR photons from ICG. With these encouraging results, we propose a
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simultaneous gamma/NIR photon camera shown in Figure 9 for sentinel lymph node identification. The
band pass filter for scintillation photons can be chosen to maximize the acceptance of scintillation lights
and to minimize the ambient lights in the operation room.

Figure 9. Layout of simultaneous gamma/NIR photon camera.

5. Conclusions
We reported investigative researches on three intraoperative molecular imaging probes. Even though lots
of works are to be done, some interesting results such as the detection of scintillation photons using an
optical imaging system were obtained to propose the first simultaneous gamma/NIR photon camera, to our
knowledge.
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Abstract
The author proposes PET and multi-modality imaging systems based on new concepts. The PET system
based on new concept is named “Split-PET” system which can be divided the detector ring into two halved
rings from the center of the detector ring. With this configuration, we can easily set the PET system in the
enclosed space such as neck or axilla. The Split-PET will be useful for plant research as well as in-beam
experiments on proton therapy facilities. The multi-modality imaging system based on new concept is
integrated PET/Cerenkov-light imaging system with which PET and Cerenkov-light images can be
acquired simultaneously. This new multi-modality imaging system will be useful for the evaluation of the
potential of Cerenkov-light imaging for molecular imaging.

1. Introduction
New PET and multi-modality imaging systems were developed recently and efforts to improve their
performance are being continued [1-4]. Another important works for us to do is to propose new concepts
for expanding and strengthening the research fields on molecular imaging instrumentation development.
For this purpose, we propose PET and multi-modality imaging systems based on new concepts; they are
“Split-PET” and “integrated PET/Cerenkov-light imaging” systems.

2. Methods
2.1 Split-PET
The Split-PET system has two modes. One is the split-mode in which the detector ring is separated into
two parts. Thus, small part surrounded by larger parts of the subject such as neck can be positioned within
the field-of-view (FOV). For in-beam PET application [5-6], proton beam can be irradiated to subject
through the open space between the halved detector rings. In this mode, projection image between two
halved detector rings can also be acquired. The other is the closed-mode in which the detector ring is closed
to be standard circular ring to measure the reconstructed images of the subject. We developed the Split-PET
system using flat panel photomultiplier tubes (FP-PMTs: Hamamatsu H8500) and dual-layer GSO block
detectors. The block detectors used two types of GSO pixels (Ce: 1.5mol%: 1.6 x 2.4 x 7mm and Ce:
0.4mol%, 1.6 x 2.4 x 8mm). They are arranged into blocks of 11 x 15 matrix, and optically coupled each
other to form a depth-of-interaction (DOI) block detectors. Eight block detectors are arranged in 95mm
diameter ring. Mechanical system was also developed to change the split- and closed-mode.

2.2 Integrated PET/Cerenkov-light imaging system
The integrated PET/Cerenkov-light imaging system consists of a dual head PET system, mirror located
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upper side of the subject and a high sensitivity charge coupled device (CCD) camera. With the system, high
resolution Cerenkov-light image can be acquired [7] with the PET image. These parts are installed inside a
black box because Cerenkov-light imaging requires highly dark environment. The dual head PET system
employed 1.2 x 1.2 x 10mm GSO pixels arranged into 33 x 33 matrix and optically coupled to FP-PMTs
(Hamamatsu: H12700) to form a GSO block detectors. Two block detectors were arranged in opposed
directions with 10cm apart and a subject was positioned between the detectors. The Cerenkov-light from
the upper side of the subject is reflected by the mirror, changed the direction to the side of the PET system
and imaged by the high sensitivity CCD camera (Hamamatsu: ORCA II-ER).

3. Results
3.1 Split-PET
In the colsed-mode, the Sprit-PET had spatial resolution of 2.4mm FWHM at the image center. The point
source sensitivity was 1.7% at the center of the axial filed-of-view (FOV). We succecifully measured
reconstructed phantom images acquired with the Split-PET in closed-mode. In the split-mode, similar
image quality and spatial resolution were obtained in projection images.

3.2 Integrated PET/Cerenkov light imaging system
The dual head PET used for the integrated PET/Cerenkov light imaging system had spatial resolution of
~1.3mm FWHM in the projection image. The sensitivity was ~0.25% at the center of the FOV. The spatial
resolution of the Cerenkov-light imaging system was excellent; it was ~200um measured with Na-22 point
source less than100um diameter. Using the combined PET/Cerenkov-light imaging system, varieties of
subjects were simultaneously acquired. We could successfully obtain fused images from the simultaneously
acquired images with PET and Cerenkov-light imaging.

4. Conclusions
We could develop PET and multi-modality imaging systems based on new concepts. The Split-PET is
promising for many applications such as organ specific imaging and in-beam PET imaging for proton
therapy. The integrated PET/Cerenkov-light imaging system will be useful to evaluate the value of
Cerenkov-light imaging directly compared with PET images. Interesting information will be provided with
these newly developed systems.
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Abstract
It is well known that the combinational use of anatomical and functional images should be more
informative and helpful to understand the physiological phenomena in clinical and preclinical studies. By
virtue of success of PET/CT, the hybrid use of PET with MRI has been also expected to provide new
strategy in the both fields of clinical and preclinical research. Recent development of clinically available
PET/MRI system leads to increased need of new diagnostic paradigm using quantitiative and functional
images of PET and MRI together. In this summary, we introduce the preliminary results of quantitative
evaluation using PET and MRI in clinical oncologic study of therapeutic response monitoring.

1. Introduction
The degree of FDG uptake is positively correlated with the histological grade of cancer, and FDG-PET makes
it possible to assess the glucose metabolism and the metabolic activity of cancer tissue. Therefore,
FDG-PET imaging has been used in tumor detection and monitoring of therapeutic response after
chemotherapy. In the assessment of tumor metabolism, the standardized uptake value (SUV) is a most
widely used index for quantitative evaluation, because of its simplicity in use.
Recently, the use of MR imaging has been increased in clinical oncology. In addition to conventional
anatomical imaging, the functional MRI techniques are used to provide quantitative tumor imaging. Among
various functional MRI techniques, the diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is known to show in vivo
images of biologic tissues weighted with the local microstructural characteristics of water diffusion. And
the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), which is based in DWI, can be used to measure the degree of
water diffusion. Because ADC shows the tendency of decrease in highly cellular tissue such as malignant
tumors, the measurement of ADC value change in tumor region after chemotherapy has been reported to be
useful in monitoring therapeutic response of tumor.
In this study, the potential of combined use of FDG-PET and ADC-MRI in quantitative evaluation of
therapeutic response has been examined.

2. Methods
2.1 Patients and Imaging Acquisition
Retrospective data from the both groups of patients with osteosarcoma and breast cancer have been used
in this study. All patient performed repeated acquisitions of PET/CT and MRI before and after
chemotherapy. The PET/CT scanner (Biograph 6; Siemens Medical Solutions) was placed parallel to the 3T
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MRI scanner (MAGNETOM Trio A Tim; Siemens Medical Solutions). These 2 scanners were located 10
m apart, separated by an antimagnetic wall. PET/CT imaging was performed 60 min after FDG injection.
Then, MR images covering the tumor sites were acquired immediately after the completion of PET/CT
scanning. Both PET/CT and MR images were acquired with the patient supine. For patients with breast
cancer, additional dedicated scans of PET/CT and MRI for breast region were performed. MR imaging
included a T1- and T2-weighted sequences. Diffusion-weighted images were acquired using a
spin-echo–type single-shot echo-planner imaging sequence. Imaging was performed with b values of 0 and
800 s/mm2. Diffusion images were integrated in the 3 orthogonal directions to calculate the ADC maps. All
patients provided written informed consent, and this study was performed according to the ethical
guidelines of our institutional clinical research committee.

2.2 Image Analysis
Sequential FDG PET/CT and ADC images were automatically or manually co-registered and reviewed on
the e-soft workstations (Siemens Medical Systems). An ellipsoid volume of interest including tumor was
drawn and measured the SUVmax on each PET/CT dataset. Tumor volume based on MR images (MRV)
was also calculated from the tumor length. From the PET and MRI obtained before (1) and after (2)
chemotherapy, the values of SUVmax and ADC were measured, respectively, and calculated the
differences (∆SUVmax = SUVmax1 - SUVmax2 and ∆ADC = ADC1 - ADC2).
We generated voxel-based maps of ∆SUV and ∆ADC to support this comparison. In parametric map
generation, FDG-PET and ADC-MRI images obtained before (1) and after (2) chemotherapy were
co-registered, registered. Using co-registered images, subtracted images of FDG-PET (=FDG1 - FDG2)
and ADC-MRI (=ADC1-ADC2) were generated. All voxel values in tumor region of subtracted images of
FDG-PET and ADC-MRI were segmented into three regions of unchanged, increased, and decreased SUV
or ADC values, based on the threshold of SUV or ADC changes and statistical distribution of subtracted
images[1].

3. Results
In the data of patients with osteosarcoma, after chemotherapy, both groups of good and poor responder
showed good negative relationship between ∆SUVmax and ∆ADC (Figure 1). ∆MRV showed no
significant correlation between ∆SUVmax or ∆ADC. This results mean functional parameter of FDG-PET
or ADC-MRI will be more helpful, rather than the anatomical image, for accurate evaluation. Furthermore,
in ROC analysis, the combined use of ∆SUVmax and ∆ADC showed the biggest AUC and best diagnostic
power in therapeutic response evaluation (Figure 2).
In quantation of ADC value, the guide of SUVmax to place ROI on ADC map contributes to increase
significantly the correlation between ADC and SUV (Figure 3). Likewise the cases of osteosarcoma, in the
data of breast cancer, the combined use of SUV and ADC provided bigger AUC value, compared to SUV
only or ADC only, in ROC analysis (Figure 4).
Both maps of statistically normalized ∆SUV and ∆ADC could be generated by our strategy and provided
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parametric image showing tumor response (Figure 5).

Figure 1.Relationship between ∆SUV and ∆ADC after chemotherapy in patients with osteosarcoma[2]

Figure 2. ROC analysis with ∆SUV, ∆MRV, ∆ADC, and combined use of ∆SUV and ∆ADC in patients
with osteosarcoma[2]

Figure 3. MRI and PET images and placement of ROI in a case of patient with breast cancer[3]
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Figure 4. Comparison of ROC curves with ADC-PET, ADC only and PET only in patients with breast
cancer[3]

Figure 5. Voxel-based maps of ∆SUV and ∆ADC to discriminate therapeutic response in a patient with
osteosarcoma

4. Discussion and Conclusion
As many clinicians and researchers has expected, the combined use of multi-functional image
conventionally obtained from PET and MRI of functional PET and MRI showed better performance in
differentiation of tumor grading and therapy response. In addition to ADC values, other functional MR
techniques such as dynamic contrast enhanced MR and spectroscopy also can provide further information
required to more precise evaluation of tumor status, with combining various functional PET imaging
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techniques. In special, recent development of simultaneous PET/MRI system have big potential to promote
the development and application of new strategies for clinical research and diagnosis using
multi-dimensional and multi-parametric analysis.
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Abstract
In medical imaging fields, hospital information system (HIS), radiology information system (RIS) and
picture archiving and communication system (PACS) have long history and are well established
infrastructure in hospital. Recent innovations for imaging equipment lead to molecular imaging in basic
science, and

researchers regularly utilize several imaging modalities such as PET, SPECT, optical

imaging, MRI. However, due to conceptional differences for organizing data between daily hospital
routines and molecular imaging studies, no conventional HIS/RIS/PACS systems fit the researchers’
requisitions. We developed MIBASE, very flexible experimental and image database system for molecular
imaging research. The MIBASE records all information regarding experiments such as subject conditions,
experimental protocol, notification so on, and store acquired images by several imaging modalities. File
formats stored in the MIBASE are arbitrary, and any image data will be exported to a PACS server by
converting data of any format into DICOM format. The MIBASE can be accessed by any Web browser
through Internet, thus, it is possible to remotely retrieve data and experimental records. Experimental
records and images are shared among researchers who have participated experiments under a research
group. Access control mechanism is also introduced to protect data owned by a group from other groups.
The system runs on a Linux base workstation and most of software codes are written in Python script
language with Pylons web framework. The MIBASE oﬀers the infrastructure for molecular imaging
researches, which results in well-organized data management and rapid achievement of scientific outcomes.

1. Introduction
Hospital information system (HIS), radiology information system (RIS) and picture archiving
and communication system (PACS) have long history (since 1960’s)[1,2] and nowadays it is
considered a modern hospital should have these systems. Molecular imaging research is a research
field which visualizes particular molecules inside a living organisms by means of several imaging
modalities such as positron emission tomography (PET), single photon emission tomography (SPECT),
optical imaging, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Fig. 1). The molecular imaging is interdisciplinary
field, in which many researchers from different backgrounds must cooperate, and it is important to share
their knowledges and information to advance their research. Therefore, among molecular imaging
researchers, there has been strong demands to have central image storage and information database.
However, the conventional HIS/RIS/PACS do not fit their requisitions due to conceptional differences for
organizing data between daily hospital routines and molecular imaging studies (Table 1). In addition, the
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commercial HIS/RIS/PACS are very expensive for researchers of basic science. Our aim is to develop
experimental and image database system which could be employed in molecular imaging research.

Figure 1 Molecular imaging research is a research involving several imaging modalities, target
species and researchers who have different backgrounds.
Table 1: Comparisons between HIS/RIS/PACS and MIBASE
HIS/RIS/PACS

MIBASE

Start point for data retrieve

a patient ID

a project ID

Examination

par a patient

possible to have several
subjects with different species

Image file format
Data protection

DICOM format

no restriction for image format

share in all hospital staff

share in a particular group
under a project

2. Methods
We developed MIBASE, experimental and image database system for molecular imaging research, which
fulfills needs for molecular imaging studies and could be a substitute of HIS/RIS/PACS for molecular
imaging research. The MIBASE is an integration system of both experimental and image databases. The
users can store all information regarding experiments and store acquired image data by several imaging
modalities. Unlike the imaging modalities installed in a hospital, not all image modalities for molecular
imaging have capability to communicate by DICOM (digital image communication in medicine) standards,
therefore, the MIBASE can store any image data with arbitrary format. The MIBASE is, then, possible to
convert image data with diﬀerent format to DICOM format and export to a PACS server. The MIBASE is a
Web server which enable users using Web browsers to remotely access their data and records through
Internet. By analyzing data format by the MIBASE, the users can access data stored in the MIBASE in
proper way. For instance, the user will view image, play movie or listen sounds dependent on a file format.
A research project is registered into the MIBASE, and users who involve this project can access all
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experiments under this project (See Fig. 2). For each experiment, experimental records and image data
from diﬀerent imaging modalities are stored and shared among researchers who have participated
experiments. Any kind of information regarding to the experiment such as experimental protocol, workflow,
subject conditions, notification so on, can be collaboratively gathered as an electronic laboratory notebook
[3]. Access control mechanism is also introduced to protect data owned by a group from other groups.

Figure 2 Database structure of MIBASE

2.1 System specifications
The system runs on a Linux base workstation (Intel Xeon CPU 2.93 GHz; 8 GBytes memory) and most of
software codes are written in Python script language (Version 2.7) with Pylons web framework (Version
1.0). Some program codes such as image manipulation, data analysis are written in C language in order for
fast computation. MySQL database engine (Version 5.1) is utilized as relational database (RDB). No
propriety software are required.

2.2 Usages
As shown in Fig. 2, the MIBASE organizes data on a project base. By logging in the MIBASE, a user
browses experiments under his/her own projects. One experiment sheet is created for each study. The
animals employed in the study are registered to the experiment sheet. Each experiment sheet has several
runs, and each run contains files related to the run. A run can be considered as an examination performed by
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an imaging modality (Fig. 3). Contrary to an examination of a patient in a hospital, one run can be related
to several subjects. Through a study, participants of the study write down any notifications and information
in the experiment sheet to share with other participants. Data acquired during the study are stored in the run,
and later a user can review the data using any Web browser or download the data from the MIBASE
through any Web browser.

Figure 3. An example of an experiment page in the MIBASE. Several images from different modalities can
be stored.

3. Conclusions
The MIBASE oﬀers the infrastructure for molecular imaging researches, which results in well-organized
data management and rapid achievement of scientific outcomes.
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